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Review of Week 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Papal Reformation or Counter-Reformation? 
 
The ‘Counter-Reformation’, a term not coined until the 18

th
 Century by German scholars, has come to 

mean a general movement in Catholicism to correct abuses, clarify doctrine, and respond to the Lutheran 
Reformation. However, the term unhelpfully suggests only the last. Papal or Catholic Reformation are 
perhaps less polemic terms that expresses the hierarchical Church’s attempts at self-renewal, 
contemporary with the other arms of the Reformation we have looked at. 
 

Pre-Reformation Renewal 
 

• Prompted by criticism of the Church: Clerical abuses such as pluralism, 
absenteeism, simony, materialism, privileges; and the arrogance, impiety, 
politicking, and nepotism of the Papal curia (court) and its Italian cardinals.  

 

• The Fifth Lateran Council (1512-17) 
Convened by Pope Julius II (in response to a call for a Conciliar council at Pisa); 
and included calls for reform of clerical abuses and a worldwide mission. But 
failed to gain support for any change to existing church rules and structure. Their 
strategy was renewal via personal piety, not by a change in doctrine: “Men must 
be changed by religion, not religion by men” 

 
“Unless by this Council or by some other means we place a limit on our morals, unless we force 
our greedy desire for human things, the source of evils, to yield to the love of divine things, it is all 
over with Christendom.” 

- Giles of Viterbo, at the opening of the council (Lindberg, 335) 
 

• The University of Alcalá: Spanish Cardinal, Francisco Ximénes de Cisneros, from 1497-1499, 
founded programs for disciplined renewal of the clergy, and planned development of a university 
where Greek and Hebrew would be taught. The scholars he gathered produced the ‘Polyglot Bible’, 
with the OT in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin; and the first Greek NT ever printed (although not published 
until 1522, after Erasmus’ famous Greek NT in 1516). 

Draw lines with dates to 
trace the major locations 
in Calvin’s story. 
 
1509 - Born 
1528 - General Studies 
1532 - Law Studies 
1535 - Flees France 
1536 - The Institutes v1 
1536 - Recruited by Farel 
1538 - Banished by Council 
1538 - Lecturing/Pastoring 
1541 - Invited to Return 
1559 - Granted citizenship 
1559 - Academy founded 
1564 - Died 

Paris 

Bourges 

Noyon 

Strasbourg 

Geneva Basle 

Switzerland 

France 

1509 

until 1532 

until  

1528 

1535 

1536 

1536-38 

1538-41 

1541-64 

READ On the 

renovation of the 

church. If the church 

was calling for 

reform already, why 

might the Lutheran 

Reformation  have 

outpaced internal 

reforms? 
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Non-Papal Renewal - Religious Orders 
 
Founded independently of the Pope, but often recognized by the Pope. This represents one common 
strategy for internal church-reform – founding a new religious order. 
 
The Capuchins: Founded in 1520 by four friends including Caraffa, the future Pope Paul IV. A spin-off 
from the Franciscans, aimed at restoring the true spirit of St Francis. Recognised by the Pope in 1528. 
They were opposed by the observant Franciscans, and were so successful that the Pope prohibited ex-
Franciscans from joining them (1536). However, their leader Ochino defected to Calvin at Geneva in 
1542, having appealed to believers to rely on faith for salvation. Overall, their piety and passion convinced 
and reassured many of the validity of the mainstream church. 
 
The Jesuits: Founded by Ignatius Loyola, who was wounded as a solider in 1521 and during 
convalescence read Ludolf of Saxony’s Life of Christ and was convicted that God wanted him to be a 
‘spiritual knight’. On an ascetic retreat he developed the Spiritual Exercises – a series of four mediations 
and rules that apply military discipline to the religious life, focusing on sin, the life of Christ, the passion 
story, and the resurrection. Devotion to Christ was to be expressed in absolute obedience to church and 
Pope. Like the hierarchical church, Loyola saw the problem of the church not as doctrinal error, but of 
personal waywardness from the traditions of the church. He gathered followers at the University of Alcalá, 
and then at Paris (the same university as Calvin). They devoted themselves to Muslim mission, but due to 
the war with the Turks went to Rome instead, and were recognized by the Pope in 1540. Their distinctives 
were their activity in the world rather than the cloister (“We are not monks – the world is our house”); their 
rigorous training; their vow of obedience to the pope; their pioneering efforts in education and world 
mission; and their political influence. By 1626 there were 15,000 Jesuits and 440 Jesuit colleges. 
 

“If we wish to proceed securely in all things, we must hold fast to the following principle: what 
seems to me white, I will believe black, if the hierarchical church so defines.” – Thirteenth Rule, 
Spiritual Excercises (Lindberg 349) 

 
Other Orders: In Italy and Spain a number of new and progressive orders were established – the 
Theatines (1524), the Somaschi (1532), the Barnabites (1530) and the Ursulines (1535). These orders 
had in common: a persistent move into the world, rejecting the idea of monastic enclosure; high pastoral 
standards; significant community work; a relaxation of the heavy medieval regulation of prayer. It was not 
surprising that the masses (especially poor and homeless) in Italy and Spain were resultantly more 
favorable to Catholic Christianity. 
 
 

Papal Renewal 
 
The Consilium (1537): Pope Paul III commissioned a committee, the Consilium de emendanda ecclesia, 
stacked with big names (Contarini, Caraffa, Pole) to propose reforms for the church. They identified the 
exaggerated claims made for papal power as the source of the church’s problems. They called for papal 
power to be understood in spiritual terms, not political or economic. The Consilium was leaked and even 
reached Luther in Germany, who criticized its refusal to acknowledge the underlying theological problems 
of the Catholic church. Paul III shelved the report, but did implement some reforms, and eventually called 
the Council of Trent. 
 
Ratisbon/Regensburg (1541): A meeting of progressive cardinals (e.g. Contarini) and Lutheran/Swiss 
reformers (e.g. Bucer & Melancthon). In the attempt at reconciliation they came to agree on 5 articles of 
faith including ‘double-justification’ – which suggests that salvation involves both a justification of the 
impious or regenerate (which faith accomplishes apart from any preceding works or merits as it transforms 
the recipient into a faithful son of God), and a justification of works or sanctification (which is built on and 
consummates this freely given faith and love). Both justifications presuppose the presence of God’s grace, 
the first exclusively, the second as the foundation of the believer’s own ethical endeavor. This agreement 
was rejected by Luther, the Pope, and eventually Calvin as well. It is seen as the last attempt at healing 
schism. 
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The Index: There had been a list of prohibited books since 1521, but Pope Paul IV (i.e. Caraffa) turned 
this in to the Index librorum prohibitorum (you get the idea) in 1559. The list included both Protestant 
works and humanist classics (including many editions of the Bible and the church fathers). The censorship 
of the Index had a dampening effect on culture and the spread of ideas in Catholic countries. The list was 
originally administered by the Inquisition, then the Congregation of the Index (whose function is now 
performed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith – of which the current Pope, Benedict XVI, 
was the head). The list itself was abolished in 1966 
 
The Inquisition: The Inquisition already existed in Spain and is 
attributed with some of the lack of Reformation progress there. Although 
its methods were harsh, they were not out of line with state legal 
punishments (and were likely more efficient and consistent). However, 
their propaganda methods ensured the offences and sentences against 
heretics were both effective and notorious in suppressing unorthodoxy. 
Following fears of infiltration of Protestantism in Italy, the Roman 
Inquisition was introduced in Italy by Cardinal Caraffa, and sanctioned by Pope Paul III in 1542. 
 

“No man is to lower himself by showing toleration toward any sort of heretic, least of all a 
Calvinist!” (Lindberg, 345) 
 

People were charged often by anonymous tips, and were in one sense guilty until proven innocent. 
Torture was allowed both on the accused and witnesses (!). Thus by the 1560’s it was simply part of 
Italian life that you didn’t express unorthodox views. In these efforts to root out any hint of Protestantism, 
we might call the Inquisition the “defensive weapon” of the Counter Reformation, where the Jesuits, as 
educators and missionaries, were its “offensive weapon” (Lindberg, 345).  
 
The Council of Trent: Officially called to reform the Christian faith, restore morality, and reunite Christian 
peoples (reading between the lines - aimed at self-renewal and heresy-supression). It is considered the 
start of the Roman Catholic church, a.k.a. the Tridentine church (Latin for Trent) until Vatican II in 1962-
65. The council was delayed by the struggle between Charles V (Holy Roman Emperor) and the Pope 
(Paul III) over the priorities of the council – whether to address administrative or doctrinal reforms first (it 
was agreed in theory to deal with both at once). Trent was chosen because it was in northern Italy but 
technically on German soil. The council started in 1545, but extended across three sessions (45-47,51-
52,61-63). The Emperor, distracted by other issues, lost interest 
as it became apparent that the Pope was swaying the council to 
his own ends. In fact, the council’s decrees were confirmed by a 
papal edict stating that the pope also had the final say over the 
interpretation of those decrees. Nevertheless, Trent had a great 
impact, and it was the last ‘ecumenical’ council for 300 years. It 
centralized the church, addressed abuses, and clarified its 
doctrines such that the weapons of counter-reformation (e.g. the 
Jesuits and the Inquisition) now had a sharpened doctrinal basis.  
 
A summary of doctrinal differences clarified by Trent 
 

Doctrinal Issue Catholic Protestant 

Justification by Faith Upheld - Faith formed by works of 
love saved people (James 2:14-
26) 

Saved through faith – not by 
works (Eph 2:8-9) 

The Sacrament of Penance Upheld Protestant attacked this issue as 
mischievous and burdensome to 
conscience 

Sole Authority of the Bible 2 sources of authority – Scripture 
and Tradition & the rulings of 
Popes and councils. 

Bible Alone 

Sacraments 7 – Holy Communion, Baptism, 
Confirmation, Penance, Marriage, 
Priesting, Extreme Unction (Last 

2 – Baptism and Lords Supper 

DEFINITION:   

The Inquisition 
“juridical persecution of 

heresy by special 

ecclesiastic courts” 

(Lindberg, 342) 

REFLECTION:   

Read through the decrees of 

Trent on Scripture and 

Justification (see Primary 

Docs), underlining things you 

could agree with and crossing 

out things you disagree with. 
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Doctrinal Issue Catholic Protestant 

Rites). 

Canon of the Mass Transubstantiation (bread and 
wine changed into the real flesh 
and blood of Christ) 

Consubstantiation (Luther) – 
Christ was Spiritually present. 

Division of Clergy and Laity Traditional division upheld – the 
lay only to receive bread in the 
Mass. 

Lay to receive both the Bread and 
the Wine. 

Marriage Forbade marriage of clergy – and 
harsh measures were taken to 
end surrogate relationships of 
clergy. 

Clergy to freely marry. 

Purgatory Upheld Rejected 

Indulgences Upheld – but a call to end abuses Rejected 

Worship of saints Upheld Rejected 

Veneration of Relics & Sacred 
images 

Upheld – newly endorsed Rejected 

 
The significance of the Council of Trent 

1) The Medieval understandings of salvation and church 
government were upheld against the ‘new’ doctrines being 
presented by the Protestants. 

2) It clearly defined what it meant to be a Catholic Christian – 
in fact it created the denomination we now know as 
‘Roman Catholic’. 

3) It affirmed all the reforming proposals of Pope Paul III’s 
‘secret commission’, the Consilium – the result was a 
much more moral, educated and disciplined church. 

4) It increased the power and prestige of Catholic rulers over 
the people (including the clergy). This was an important 
step as it ensured secular involvement in the enforcement of the decrees. 

5) It strengthened the power of the papacy as it ensured that new laws were authorized by the 
papacy and a clear chain of command was drawn up to administer the church. 

6) The Catholic church had now made a firm and conservative response to the Protestant 
Reformation. 

 

Political Counter-Reformation 
 
Outside of papal efforts at Catholic renewal, Charles V (Holy Roman Emperor) continued to work toward 
religious concord in Germany. Initially, with the external threat of the Turks, he was wary of acting against 
Protestant princes, for fear of causing internal disunity.  However, by the 40’s the external threat was 
lessened, and hopes of reconciliation (e.g. Ratisbon/Regensburg) were dim. In 1546-47 Charles defeated 
the armies of the Lutheran princes, but a political settlement could not be reached, because even the 
Catholic princes resisted any increase in Imperial power. Eventually Charles made his brother Ferdinand 
Emperor, who sought settlement, resulting in the Peace of Augsburg in 1555, where a Lutheran 
confession was recognised and each territory was to follow the religion of its prince. Thus monolithic 
religion in Europe ended, and permanent schism was in effect. ‘Peace’ continued until the early 1600’s. 
 

Papal Reformation - Summary 
 
 Aims: Dealing with Abuses & Defending against the Protestant Reformation 
 Early Renewal: The University of Alcalá & The Fifth Lateran Council 
 Reform Strategies: Religious Orders, Inquisition, Councils 

False Starts: The Consilium & Ratisbon/Regensburg 
A New Start: The Council of Trent 

INVESTIGATE:   

Read through the decrees of 

Trent regarding the Eucharist 

and Mass (see Primary Docs). 

What passages of scripture 

might support or refute the 

decrees? 
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Primary Sources 
 
On the Renovation of the Church, Girolamo Savonarola (1495) 
“All of Italy must be turned upside down, Rome as well, and then the Church must be renewed. But you do 
not believe! You should believe, however, for God has said it to you rather than I… 
When you see a good head, you know that the body is well; when the head is wicked, woe to that body. 
However, when God permits that there be at the head of government ambition, lust and other vices, 
believe that God’s flagellation is near… Therefore, when you see that God permits the heads of the 
Church to be weighed down by evils and simonies, say that the flagellation of the people is near. I am not 
saying that this condition is found in the heads of the Church… 
O Italy, O princes of Italy, O prelates of the Church, the wrath of God is over you, and you will not have 
any cure unless you men your ways!” 
 
Decrees regarding the Canonical Scriptures, Council of Trent (1546) 
These truths and rules of the gospel are contained in the written books and in the unwritten traditions, 
which received by the Apostles from the mouth of Christ Himself, or from the Apostles themselves, the 
Holy Ghost dictating, have come down to us, transmitted as it were from hand to hand. Following, then, 
the examples of the orthodox Fathers, it receives and venerates with a feeling of piety and reverence all 
the books both of the Old and New Testaments, since one God is the author of both; also the traditions, 
whether they relate to faith or to morals, as having been dictated either orally by Christ or by the Holy 
Ghost, and preserved in the Catholic Church in unbroken succession… 
If anyone does not accept as sacred and canonical the aforesaid books [OT, NT, and Apocrypha] in their 
entirety and with all their parts, as they have been accustomed to be read in the Catholic Church and as 
they are contained in the old Latin Vulgate Edition, and knowingly and deliberately rejects the aforesaid 
traditions, let him be anathema… 
Furthermore… it decrees that no one relying on his own judgement shall presume to interpret [the 
Scriptures] contrary to that sense which holy mother Church held and holds… 
 
Decrees and canons regarding Justification, Council of Trent (1547) 
It is furthermore declared that in adults the beginning of that justification must proceed from the 
predisposing grace of God through Jesus Christ… without any merits on their part…; that they who by sin 
had been cut off from God, may be disposed through His quickening and helping grace to convert 
themselves to their own justification by freely assenting to and cooperating with that grace… 
Canon 1. If anyone says that man can be justified before God by his own works, whether done by his own 
natural powers or through the teaching of the law, without divine grace through Jesus Christ, let him be 
anathema. 
Canon 9. If anyone says that the sinner is justified by faith alone, meaning that nothing else is required to 
cooperate in order to obtain the grace of justification, and that it is not in any way necessary that he be 
prepared and disposed by the action of his own will, let him be anathema. 
Canon 12. If anyone says that justifying faith is nothing else than confidence in divine mercy, which remits 
sins for Christ’s sake, or that it is this confidence alone that justifies us, let him be anathema. 
 
Decrees regarding the Eucharist, Council of Trent (1551) 
But since Christ our Redeemer declared that to be truly His own body which He offered under the form of 
bread, it has, therefore, always been a firm belief in the Church of God, and this holy council now declares 
it anew, that by the consecration of the bread and wine a change is brought about of the whole substance 
of the bread into the substance of the body of Christ our Lord, and of the whole substance of the wine into 
the substance of His blood. This change the holy Catholic Church properly and appropriately calls 
transubstantiation. 
 
Decrees regarding the Sacrifice of the Mass, Council of Trent (1562) 
And inasmuch as in this divine sacrifice which is celebrated in the mass is contained and immolated in an 
unbloody manner the same Christ who once offered Himself in a bloody manner on the altar of the cross, 
the holy council teaches that this is truly propitiatory… it is rightly offered not only for the sins, 
punishments, satisfactions and other necessities of the faithful who are living, also for those departed in 
Christ but not yet fully purified… 
Though the mass contains much instruction for the faithful, it has nevertheless, not been deemed 
advisable by the Fathers that it should be celebrated everywhere in the vernacular tongue… 
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Further Research (if willing) that will help exam preparation 
 

Look up the names of major players in the Catholic Reformation on wikipedia 
(www.wikipedia.org), and roughly categorize each in your mind as to whether 
they were conservative or progressive in their stance, and whether they were 
political or theological in their motivations. 
 
Re-read the decrees and canons on Justification and the Scriptures and look up / 
note down bible references that support your underlining and crossing-out from 
the earlier exercise.  

 
Further Reading (if eager!) 
 
Ozment, S., The Age of Reform 1250-1550. New Haven: Yale Uni Press, 1980. Chapter 13. 
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